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Written by author and Hot Dog Expert Frank Furter, this Burger Recipe Cookbook Will Change

Your Life! The days of plopping a burger on a bun, squirting squiggles of school bus yellow

mustard and ketchup on it, and calling it lunch are over.Jam-packed with recipes and

techniques, this book is about hamburgers. Read on as we lovingly celebrate the beloved

hamburger with 101 modern twists. Our Burger variations elegantly jazz up flavor and

aesthetics by adding ingredients to the burger and then topping the patty with spices, fruit, and

cheese.When we say burger, we specifically mean a beef burger, an 80/20 blend made with

ground chuck, brisket, short rib, or even tenderloin.Learn how to choose the best cuts of meat

and the best methods for building a succulent burger and how to cook it perfectly.Discover why

cooking the ultimate burger requires heating in a cast-iron skillet and why one never smashes

a burger patty flat with the spatula.Find out why store-bought shredded cheese is not the best

choice and what is. Explore new condiments like horseradish and specialty mustard.Learn how

to decide whether to steam or toast hamburger buns, when to lay a dollop of condiments and

most importantly, how to prevent overcooking a patty while patiently waiting for the cheese to

melt.Here's a sampling of the recipes in the book.Herb-Garlic Butter Hamburgers on a

GrillPeanut Butter BurgersHamburgers with Brown GravyStuffed Pizza BurgerBarbecue

BurgersChile Con Queso CheeseburgerFeta Burgers With Grilled Red OnionsLipton Onion

BurgersJalapeño Popper BurgersCream Cheese Stuffed Garlic BurgersBuffalo Sauce Burgers

Stuffed With Blue CheeseKorean HamburgersFloozy BurgerTaco Burgers dressed with

Chipotle MayoDoctor Louie's Hamburger PattiesThe Infamous Brew BurgerTexas Squealer

BurgerCowboy BurgersSouthwest BurgerBlu Moon BurgersBacon and Kimchi BurgersChipotle

Burger With Caramelized Red OnionsBlue-Cheese Stuffed Burgers on Ciabatta RollsTokyo

BurgerBurger With Blue Cheese and Fried OnionsSpicy Peanut Butter Bacon SlidersPimento

Cheese SlidersGingery Steak and Brie Sliders With Balsamic Cranberry SauceSummer

Strawberry Sliders With Blue Cheese SauceSlow Cooker Mini Meatball SlidersAussie Burgers

With Pickled Beets, Pineapple and Fried EggsCheddar-Stuffed Burgers With Pickled Slaw &

Fried ShallotsBacon Burgers On Brioche BunsUmami Burgers With Port and StiltonPug

BurgersGreen-Chile Burgers with a Fried EggThe Minetta BurgerCheddar and Onion Smashed

BurgersCheddar BLT Burgers With Tarragon Russian DressingBlue Cheese & Mushroom

burgersCalifornia burgersCarolina burgerWhile burgers are as American as apple pie, they are

also wildly popular worldwide. So it should come as no big surprise to learn the international

component of this book details how aficionados around the globe prepare hamburgers,

including:ArgentinaCanadaKoreaJapanMexicoSpainItalyGreeceThe CaribbeanLet's get

cooking! Click the BUY NOW button at the top of this page. Discover all the burger variations

you've been missing out on.

"The recipes are smart, flavor-forward, reliable and simple, with suggestions for making dishes

ahead and using up leftovers. The book delivers in numerous satisfying ways--and with more

than 100 recipes" �Star Tribune --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorRobin

Asbell's writing has appeared in Better Homes and Gardens, Real Food Magazine, VegNews,

Clean Eating Magazine, and Vegetarian Times. She has written five previous cookbooks,

including The New Whole Grains Cookbook and Big Vegan. Asbell lives in Minneapolis,

Minnesota. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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BurgerHamburgers are an integral part of American culture. In the United States we eat more

than 14 billion hamburgers a year. That calculates out to be about 38.3 million burgers a day, or

443 burgers devoured every second.The BeefFor the purposes of this book, when we say the

word burger, we specifically mean a beefburger. Not ground turkey, ground pork or a slice of

chicken served on a bun.It should come as no big surprise to learn that while the quality of the

ground beef matters big time, the most important variable is its fat content. Simply put, burgers

should be constructed of meat that is at least 20 percent fat. Flavor equals fat.The most

common grind of beef used for making a hamburger is ground chuck, a popular choice

because of its richness of flavor and balance of meat-to-fat ratio. That said, specialty shops sell



custom blends for hamburgers, by adding brisket, short-rib or even tenderloin to the mix. One

very nice blend is a mix of ground prime rib, brisket, skirt steak and tenderloin, or there's the

less exotic mix of chuck and sirloin. It's good practice to experiment with different blends and

cuts of meat. But restated for emphasis, the most important variable in ground beef is its ratio

of meat to fat.Exactly What Is Ground Beef?Food laws define specific categories of ground

beef and what they can contain. For example, in the United States, beef fat may be added to

hamburger but not to ground beef if the meat is ground and packaged at a USDA-inspected

plant. In the U.S., a maximum of 30% fat by weight is allowed in either hamburger or ground

beef. While in France, the allowable amount ranges from 5 to 20%, with 15% being used by

most food chains. In Germany, regular ground beef may contain up to 15% fat while the special

Tatar for steak tartare may contain less than 5% fat. Both hamburger and ground beef can

have added seasoning, phosphate, extenders, or binders added. But no additional water is

permitted.In our test kitchen we prefer a ratio of 80-percent meat to 20-percent fat, a moist and

flavorful mix . Know that aficionados avoid supermarket blends marked lean, which are

generally mixed in a ratio of 90 percent meat to 10-percent fat. A 90/10 lean blend makes for a

dry hamburger. Conversely, blends with more than 20-percent fat content make for a burger

that's loose and fatty. Tip: If the burger mixture does not hold together when squeezed, then

add milk and mix to blend.Similarly, avoid off-the-shelf supermarket chuck. Instead, ask the

butcher to coarse grind a pound or two of meat. The reason is as simple as the sea is salt. Off

the shelf supermarket chuck is ground fine, resulting in a drier, denser texture that is less

satisfying to the taste buds. Further, it's best to avoid frozen meat because its flavorful juices

are lost during defrosting. And don't make the rookie mistake of forming patties before cooking.

Instead, leave the ground meat in the refrigerator until ready to cook.Seemingly a directly

contradiction of what we just said, when grilling, consider placing patties in the freezer for 30

minutes before cooking. The reason is as simple as the sea is salt: Patties hold together better

when they go on the grill cold, and 30 minutes is too short of a time to do them any

damage.When making burgers patties ahead of time, cover with plastic wrap & refrigerate for

no more than a day. Take care to handle the meat as little as possible – the more it's worked,

the tougher it gets. Don't press a patty with a spatula, prick with a fork, or turn frequently as

precious juices will be lost.State of DonenessDoneness is a measure of how thoroughly

cooked a burger is based on its: Color, Juiciness and Internal Temperature. Gradations include:

Rare, Medium Rare, Medium, Medium Well and Well Done. It's also important to know that the

interior of a burger continues to increase in temperature some 5- to 10°F after being removed

from heat.Black and Blue - Seared black on the outside, ice cold, raw center. - 70 FExtra-rare -

Very red - Hot on the outside, raw on the inside - 115–120°FRare - Red center – Soft – 125 to

130°FMedium rare - Warm, red center – Firmer - 130–140°FMedium - Pink and firm - 140–

150°FMedium well - Hot pink in center - 150–155°FWell done - Gray-brown throughout – Firm

– 160°FOvercooked - Blackened throughout – Hard - 160°F+As a burger cooks, its color

transition from red to pink, to gray, to brown, and finally, if burned, to a blackened char. Well

done cuts, in addition to being brown, are drier and contain few or no juices. Contrary to

popular opinion, searing does not seal in juice. That said, browning contributes mightily to

flavor and texture.Also, a burger should be allowed to rest after cooking and before being

served. The reason for this exercise in patience is as simple as the sea is salt. Determine the

degree of doneness by taking the internal temperature with an instant read thermometer

inserted precisely into the center of the burger poked in at a 45 degree angle. No worries, the

small hole won't loose juices.You already know from your days on this earth that the basic

hamburger falls into two distinct categories: The traditional griddled hamburger of diners and



fast food takeout places and the diner style.The diner style patty is thin and mashed flat on the

grill and features a burnished crust. The pub- or tavern-style hamburger is just the opposite:

Large, plump and juicy.Remember early on when we said that to our way of thinking, a burger

was ground beef? A worthy exception is buffalo, more particularity, American bison. Bison

buffalo burgers have less cholesterol, less fat, and boast fewer calories than beef hamburgers

So it should come as no big surprise to learn the American Heart Association recommends

buffalo burgers as more heart-healthy than beef.Greasy Spoon Diner Style BurgerThe diner

style hamburger weighs 3- to 4-ounces precooked. Obviously smashed burgers can only be

cooked on a flat surface, like a cast-iron skillet or griddle and definitely not on a BBQ grillThe

method is as old and established as the burger itself. Add oil or butter to a large cast-iron or

stainless-steel skillet and place over medium heat. For each burger, form the ground beef into

a ball that's about 2 inches tall.Put the balls into the skillet with plenty of distance separating

them. Use a stiff metal spatula, one without slots, to smash each ball flat, forming a thin patty

about 4 inches in diameter and about ½ inch thick. Season with salt and pepper that are

thinner at the center than the edges, for more even cooking.Let it cook without moving until the

patty shows a deep, burnished crust. It takes about 90 seconds. Then slide your spatula under

the patty and flip it over. Add a slice of cheese . Continue cooking the hamburger about a

minute or so longer. Place on a bun.Pub/Tavern StyleTavern Style hamburgers are notoriously

large. Thick and and juicy, their char transitions to tender, medium-rare meat. Like all burgers,

it’s best cooked in a cast-iron pan, although it translates well. the BBQ grill.Typically the pub or

tavern-style burger's precooked weight ranges from 6- to 8-ounces. Any burger heavier than

that is difficult to cook completely through without burning the surface.Begin by forming a patty

one inch thick and 3 ½ inches in diameter so that it looks like a flattened meatball. Only

minimally handle the meat. Do not pack it tightly . Use just enough pressure so the patty just

holds together. Indent the top of each patty with your thumb. To help it cook more evenly.Cook

undisturbed for three minutes, then flip over. If making a cheeseburger, now is the time to lay

on a slice. A medium-rare burger is done in three to four minutes. Remove from the skillet and

let it rest for five minutes to fix the flavors.You Really Need A Cast Iron SkilletInvest in a cast-

iron skillet. Not an enameled cast iron (Le Creuset), just a plain-vanilla cast iron skillet like the

ones commonly made by Lodge. There is no better surface on which to cook a hamburger. As

the patty cooks, fat renders out of the meat pooling around the patty, crisping and adding a

great deal of flavor. Even better, cast iron cookware adds trace amounts of iron to a diet and

well-seasoned cast iron boasts a nonstick cooking surface that doesn't require additional oils,

making it a heart-healthy way to prepare foodOn a BBQ GrillA BBQ grill is a worthy option.

Begin with a hot fire. Cook with its lid up. Don’t make the patties too loose or too large. Flip

them a number of times to crisp the exterior and cook them thoroughly. Resist the temptation to

press down on them with the spatula, a rookie mistake that spews juice and fat on the fire,

causing the flames to flare up and the burger to lose precious flavor and burn the exterior. If the

burger is cooking too quickly, then use the cooler sides of the grill to rest them.Tip: While still

cooking away merrily on the grill, brush the burgers with butter so that the natural sugars

caramelize, making the meat extra-delicious. Lowering the grill top towards the finale helps

cheese melt more quickly.A Word About CheeseA frustrating happenstance when cooking a

burger is the unintentional overcooking of a juicy patty while waiting for its slice of cheese to

melt. Some cheese resists melting, especially the good stuff like a Gruyere or an an extra

sharp cheddar. Which is the reason why savvy cooks reach for melts-in-a-flash American

cheese, shredded cheese or grated. Grated cheese with the greatest surface area of the three,

melts the fastest.While shredded and grated cheeses, with their greater surface area, melt



more quickly than a slice, there's an issue that may or may not bother. Off-the- shelf, shredded

cheese is coated with powder to keep it from clumping in the bag. And while the label says that

it's powdered cellulose, more specifically, it’s powdered wood pulp. In its defense, cellulose

helps stabilize food, lowers fat content and increases fiber. Benefits notwithstanding, if the

notion of cellulose in cheese is an issue, then just stop buying shredded cheese. Instead, buy

cheese by the block and shred or grate on the kitchen counter.The Bun and CondimentsYou all

ready know how it's common practice to serve burgers on Brioche buns, English muffins,

sesame-seeded hamburger buns or plain, toasted bread. Or even the ubiquitous potato flour

bun for the way it lends a soft, sturdy platform to the patty.Aficionados also know that a bun is

not just a bun, that the under-appreciated hamburger bun has many requirements. It should

overhang the edges of the patty, and boast a nice flavor that's not so strong so as to overpower

the flavor of the beef. Even more importantly, a bun should must be firm enough in hand to hold

together when condiments and burger grease attack. Conversely, it must be soft enough so

that burger juices don't squeeze out when the burger is bitten, and at the same time it must

hold together so all of the fixns' so they don't fall out. Nobody wants a burger that disintegrates

half way through their meal.A fresh. grocery store hamburger bun will suffice. But there are

better options than a mere cold rolls fresh from the refrigerator. First, spiff it up with a. 20-

second stint in the microwave in order to render the bun flavor-fully warm and soft.And then

there's toasting.Toasting a bun activates what's food scientists call the the Maillard reaction, a

chemical reaction between amino acids and sugars that lends browned food its distinctive

flavor as well as firming it so that it is easier to spread toppings on. The best tasting toasted

buns are soft on the outside and crispy, but not dry on the inside.One method is to melt two

tablespoon of butter per bun. Soften the butter for `10 or 20 seconds in the microwave so that

it spreads easily. Or, simply take the butter out of the refrigerator for about 1 hour before you

plan to toast the buns. A variation on the theme is to mix chopped garlic, or garlic powder, with

the melted butter.Paint the cut sides of the buns with butter all the way to the edges. Place the

buns with their cut-and-buttered sides up on a baking pan so dripping butter. Toast in a pan, or

on a griddle, before the meat cooks, for about 1 minute until golden brown and the butter is

bubbling. Check the buns about every 5 or 10 seconds to minimize the chance of their

burning too dark.Nota bene: - Lay a slice of lettuce on the bottom bun, under the burger, to

protect the bun from becoming sodden with grease.Burgundy BurgersIngredients1 ½ lbs

ground beef¼ cup Burgundy wine, or ¼ cup red wine¼ cup finely chopped onion1 tablespoon

Worcestershire sauce1 teaspoon seasoning salt¼ teaspoon pepper1 D8 teaspoon garlic

saltDirectionsMix all of the ingredients togetherShape the mixture into six patties, each about

¾ of an inch thickBroil, or grill, the patties four inches from the heatTurn once, to the desired

doneness, about 10 to 15 minutesServe on toasted buns with a favorite toppingHorseradish

BurgersIngredients2 lbs ground beef2 Tblsps steak sauce3 D4 teaspoon seasoning salt1

package (3 ounces) softened cream cheese1 to 2 tablespoon prepared horseradish,1

teaspoon prepared mustard8 hamburger buns, splitDirectionsIn a bowl combine beef, steak

sauce and saltMix wellShape into 16 pattiesCombine cream cheese, horseradish and

mustardSpoon about 1 Tblsp of the mixture into the center the pattiesTop with the remaining

pattiesPress them together along their edgesSeal the edgesGrill, uncovered over medium-heat

for 10 minutes on each sideServe on bunsSpanish BurgerIngredients1 ½ lbs ground

chuckSaltFreshly ground black pepper4 Manchego cheese cubes chunked 1 x ½ x ½ - inch4

slices Serrano ham or prosciutto1 tablespoon olive oilDirectionsPreheat grill on highArrange

the ground chuck in a single layerSeason with salt and pepperDivide chuck into four

portionsWrap each piece of Manchego in a 4-inch square piece of hamHeat the cooking oil in



a frying pan over medium heatAdd each ham and cheese bundleFry, turning, until the ham is

crisp and the cheese begins to meltAllow to cool slightlyFold meat around each bundleForm

hamburgers about one-inch thickGrill burgers for about 4 to 5 minutes per sideMexican

HamburgerIngredients1 lb beef, ground1 package (1 ¼ ounce) taco seasoning mix1 can (4

ounce) green chile peppers, chopped, drained1 small onion, finely choppedDirectionsMix

ground beef, taco seasoning mix, green chilies, finely chopped onionShape into patties and

grillServe with salsaSaucy HamburgersIngredients1 egg¼ cup sour cream¼ cup dry

breadcrumbs¼ teaspoon dried parsley flakes¼ teaspoon thyme¼ teaspoon salt¼ teaspoon

pepper1 lb ground beef1 cup ketchup¼ cup packed brown sugar2 teaspoons prepared

mustard1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce4 hamburger buns
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